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Members of EMP performing this evening:

Instrumental Ensemble
John Burkhalter, Descant Renaissance Recorder

Elijah Ash ’19, Baroque Violin 
Janice Cheon ’20, Baroque Violin

 Charlie Hankin GS, Baroque Violin 
Ethan Glattfelder ’21, Baroque Viola

Rosamond van Wingerden ’20, Baroque Viola
Mika Hyman ’22, Baroque Cello

Calvin Van Zytveld ’19, Baroque Cello
Isaac Harrison Louth GS, Bass Viol

Molly Herron GS, Bass Viol
Jane Hines GS, Harpsichord, Treble Viol

Joyce Chen GS, Harpsichord
John Orluk Lacombe, Theorbo

Vocal Ensemble
Soprano

Chiara Damiolini, Sara Hagenbuch, Alicia Kollar, Misha Kummel ’22
Alto

Glenda Chen ’20, Matré Grant GS, Calvin Van Zytveld ’19
Tenor

John Ahern GS, Mikey McGovern GS
Bass

Marcel Camprubi GS, Christopher Fistonich, Kyle Masson GS
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PROGRAM

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH    Capriccio sopra la lontananza  
(1685-1750)         del fratello dilettissimo, BWV 992
          (c. 1704) 
 
 1. Ist eine Schmeichelung der Freunde, um denselben von seiner Reise    
  abzuhalten. 
     In which his friends cajole him, in order to prevent him from leaving.
 
 2. Ist eine Vorstellung unterschiedlicher Casuum, die ihm in der Fremde könnten   
  vorfallen. 
     In which they imagine different casualties that could befall him in a foreign country.
 
 3. Ist ein allgemeines Lamento der Freunde. 
     A general lament of friends.

 4. Allhier kommen die Freunde (weil sie doch sehen, daß es anders nicht sein kann)  
  und nehmen Abschied. 
     The friends come together (because they see that it cannot be otherwise) and take  
  their leave of him.

 5. Aria di Postiglione.
     Aria of the Postal Horn.

 6. Fuga all’imitazione della cornetta di postiglione.
     Fugue in imitation of the Postal Horn.

Jane Hines
 

ORLANDO DI LASSO     Selections from Prophetiae Sibyllarum 
(1532-1594)      (c. 1556-1560)     
             Carmina chromatico  
          Sibylla Cimmeria
          Sibylla Agrippa

Vocal Ensemble
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CARLO FARINA     Selections from   
(1600-1639)         Capriccio stravagante (1627) 
       

Charlie Hankin, Elijah Ash, Ethan Glattfelder, 
Mika Hyman, Jane Hines, John Orluk Lacombe

~INTERMISSION~

LUCA MARENZIO    from Italian Madrigalls Englished (1590) 
(1553-1599)       Ahi, dispietata morte/Alas, what a   
       wretched life is this?
JOHN DOWLAND    from First Booke of Songs (1597)
(1563-1626)	 	 	 	 			Would	my	conceit	that	first	enforc’d		
       my woe

Vocal Ensemble

JACOB VAN EYCK    from Der Fluyten Lust-hof (1649)
(1589/90-1657)       Engels Nachtegaeltje/Den Nachtegael
                               

John Burkhalter

ORLANDO DI LASSO    Selections from 
(1563-1626)       Libro de villanelle, moresche, et altre  
       canzoni (1581)
     O la, o che bon echo
     Matona mia cara
     Allala pia calia

Vocal Ensemble
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HEINRICH IGNAZ FRANZ von BIBER  Battalia à 10 (1673)
(1644-1704)       Sonata
       Die liederliche Gselschafft von   
     allerley Humor
       Presto
       Der Mars
       Presto
       Aria
       Die Schlacht
       Lamento der Verwundten Musquetier

Janice Cheon, Charlie Hankin, Elijah Ash, Rosamond van Wingerden, 
Jane Hines, Isaac Harrison Louth, Molly Herron, 

Calvin Van Zytveld, Joyce Chen, John Orluk Lacombe

____________________________________________
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TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS    

Orlando Di Lasso
Prophetiae Sibyllarum
Text Anonymous/Translation by Kyle Masson

Carmina chromatico
Carmina chromatico quae audis modulata 
tenore, 
Haec sunt illa quibus nostrae olim arcana 
salutis
Bis senae intrepido cecinerunt ore Sibyllae.

Sibylla Cimmeria 
In teneris annis facie praesignis, honore 

Militiae aeternae regem sacra virgo cibabit 

Lacte suo: per quem gaudebunt pectore 
summo
Omnia, et Eoo lucebit sidus ab orbe 
Mirificum:	sua	dona	Magi	cum	laude	
ferentes 
Obiicient puero myrrham, aurum, thura 
Sabaea.

Sibylla Agrippa
Summus erit sub carne satus, carissimus 
atque, 
Virginis et verae complebit viscera sanctum 

Verbum, consilio, sine noxa, spiritus almi: 

Despectus multis tamen ille, salutis amore, 

Arguet et nostra commissa piacula culpa: 

Cuius honos constans et gloria certa 
manebit.

Carmina chromatico 
The modulating songs with a chromatic 
tenor which you hear, 
these are those in which the sixfold twin 
Sibyls 
sang the secrets of salvation with intrepid 
mouth.

Sibylla Cimmeria 
In her tender years, outstanding in 
appearance and in honor,
The holy virgin will feed the king of the 
eternal army 
With her milk; through him all will rejoice 
with full hearts, 
And in the East will shine a wondrous star. 
Wise men bringing their gifts, with praises 

will present them to the boy: myrrh, gold, 
and Sabaean incense.

Sibylla Agrippa
The highest, and most bright, will be born in 
flesh	
and	of	a	virgin,	and	truly	has	filled	her	
womb the holy
Word, without harm, according to the Holy 
Spirit’s plan 
Though despised by many, for the love of 
salvation 
He will judge the sins committed by our 
fault, 
And his constant honor and assured glory 
will endure.
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Luca Marenzio
Ahi, dispietata morte/Alas, what a wretched life is this?
Englished by Thomas Watson

Alas, what a wretched life is this? nay, what a death,
Where the tyrant love commaundeth
My	flowring	days	are	in	their	pryme	declyning:
All my prowd hope quight faln and life vntwyning:
My	ioyes	each	after	other	in	hast	are	flying
And leaue my hart dying?
For her that skornes my crying:
O she from hence departs, my loue refrayning
For whom all hartlesse alas
I dye complayning.

John Dowland
Would my conceit that first enforc’d my woe
Text Anonymous

Would	my	conceit	that	first	enforc’d	my	woe,
Or else mine eyes which still the same increase,
Might be extinct, to end my sorrows so
Which now are such as nothing can release:
Whose life is death, and eke whose change,
Each change of sour, and eke whose hell reneweth every hour.

Each hour amidst the deep of hell I fry,
Each hour I waste and wither where I sit,
But that sweet hour wherein I wish to die,
My hope alas may not enjoy it yet,
Whose hope is such bereaved, of the bliss,
Which unto all save me allotted is.

To all save me is free to live or die,
To all save me remaineth hap or hope,
But all perforce, I must abandon it,
Sith Fortune still directs my hap a slope,
Wherefore to neither hap nor hope I trust,
But to my thralls I yield, for so I must.
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Orlando Di Lasso
Libro De Villanelle, Moresche, et Altre Canzoni
Text Anonymous/Translation by Kyle Masson

O la, o che bon echo
O la, o che bon echo!
Pigliamo ci, piacere!
Ha ha ha ha ha, ridiamo tutti!
O bon compagno! 
Che voi tu?
Voria che tu cantassi una canzona.
Perchè? Perchè si? Perchè no?
Perchè non voglio. 
Perchè non voi?
Perchè non mi piace!
Taci dico! Taci tu!
O gran poltron! Signor, si!
Orsu non più! Andiamo!
Adio bon echo!
Rest’ in pace! Basta!

Matona mia cara
Matona mia cara, 
mi follere canzon 
cantar	sotto	finestra,	
Lanze bon compagnon. 
Don don don diridiridon don don don.

Ti prego m’ascoltare 
che mi cantar de bon 
e mi ti foller bene 
come greco e capon. 
Don don don diridiridon don don don.

Com’andar alle cazze, 
cazzar con le falcon, 
mi ti portar beccazze, 
grasse come rognon. 
Don don don diridiridon don don don. 

Ah, what a good echo
Ah, what a good echo! 
Try it if you please!
Ha ha ha ha ha, let us all laugh!
Oh good companion! 
What do you want?
I yearn for you to sing us a song.
Why? Why yes? Why no? 
Because I don’t want to. 
Why not?
Because I don’t want to! 
Be quiet, I say! Be quiet yourself! 
You great idiot! Yes, sir!
That’s enough! Let’s go! 
Good bye, good echo!
Rest in peace! Enough!

My dear lady
My dear lady, 
me want song
to sing under your window, 
[German] lancer [is a] good companion.
Don don don diridiridon don don don.

I beg you to hear 
me singing well
And I long for you 
like [a] Greek and [his] cock.
Don don don diridiridon don don don.

Command [me] to the hunts, 
to hunt with the falcon,
me bring you woodcocks
fat like [a] kidney.
Don don don diridiridon don don don.
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Se mi non saper dire 
tante belle rason 
Petrarca mi non saper, 
ne fonte d’Helicon. 
Don don don diridiridon don don don. 

Se ti mi foller bene 
mi non esser poltron; 
mi	ficcar	tutta	notte,	
urtar come monton.
Don don don diridiridon don don don.

Allala pia callia
Allala pia calia, 
Siamo, siamo, siamo bernaguala! 
Tonbilililili, Tanbilili. 
Schinchina bacu, santa gamba, 
Gli, gli, pampana calia!
Cian, cian, nini, gua gua, ania catuba,
(Chil linguacina bacu lapia clama gurgh.)

Hehe...ha ha...ho ho! 
Cucanacalia rite apice scututuni la pia piche,
Berlinguaminu charachire, 
Et non gente gnam gnam. 
Ch’ama	figlia	gentil	huom!	
Non curare berlinguaminum 
Ch’amar fosse chissa hominum are buscani!

A la cura chi de cua! 
Are patichache, siamo beschin! 
Allala pia calia…

If me not know [how] to say
All [of the] pretty phrases
[It’s because] me not know Petrarch
Nor [the] springs of Helicon
Don don don diridiridon don don don.  

If you long for me
Me not be lazy;
Me go all night
thrusting like [a] ram.
Don don don diridiridon don don don.

Arise, you pious lot
Arise, you pious lot, 
We’re, we’re, we’re drunkards! 
Tonbilililili, Tanbilili. 
Shake a leg, a saintly leg, 
There, there, you stupid lot! 
Cian, cian, nini, look, look, a bad song. 
(In this [sic] language all you hear is gurgle, 
gurgle.) 
Hehe… ha ha…ho ho! 
Stupid cuckoo, laugh, enjoy, shake, 
We speak the tongue of drunkards, 
Not of posh gentlefolk. 
That of the gentleman’s daughter types! 
Don’t worry about our drunk-talk
Because perhaps these men enjoy these 
backwood tunes!
You	find	them	here!	
Pathetic songs, as we are wretched! 
Arise, you pious lot...
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ABOUT THE PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION
By Jane Hines, ©2018

The ancient Greeks understood art’s expressive and representative capabilities as mimesis, or 
in Latin, imitatio. The arts are able to imitate the world around us, evoking objects or ideas. 
Music posed a particular challenge to this concept; a work of art may visually depict our 
reality and literature may describe it, but does a sequence of organized sounds have semantic 
content, allowing them to represent or imitate? For Plato, only music with text had mimetic 
capability; the text provided the semantic content that is not inherent to instrumental music 
alone. Aristotle offered a slightly different perspective, allowing that instrumental music for 
the aulos or kithara was also mimetic. Plato’s dictum that only texted music could be mimetic 
would later be one of the cornerstones in the development of monody and consequently opera 
at	the	beginning	of	the	17th	century.	Significantly,	mimesis or imitatio was often thought to 
elevate reality to an idealized status. In the 19th century, some branches of musical aesthetics 
espoused program music – instrumental music with an accompanying narrative or program – as 
the pinnacle of instrumental music. Although it is primarily associated with the 19th century, 
there are a handful of programmatic pieces which survive from the Baroque. 

The music on tonight’s program allows composers – not philosophers – to demonstrate the 
mimetic power of music. You will hear strings imitating different instruments; musically-
rendered barnyards; textless, instrumental music narrating dramatic scenarios; and madrigals 
which imitate affect across languages, rather than literal translation.

Capriccio sopra la lontananza del fratello dilettissimo
JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH 
By Jane Hines, ©2018

Bach’s Capriccio on the Departure of a Beloved Brother is his only known programmatic 
composition. In it, we hear the emotional reactions to the news of a beloved friend’s 
departure. First, his friends cajole him to stay. When that is unsuccessful, they resort to 
dire warnings about the misfortunes which could befall him, in a movement made up of 
relentless canons – musical self-imitation. The Capriccio has never been considered one of 
Bach’s	loftiest	compositions	and	perhaps	the	voice-leading	errors	(such	as	parallel	fifths)	
in the canon contributed to this view. We could alternatively interpret Bach’s errors more 
generously as a portrayal of musical misfortunes which can befall composers of counterpoint. 
A	lament,	over	a	prototypical	descending	bass	line,	signifies	the	friends’	ultimate	pathos.	Yet,	
they resign themselves and take leave of him. The Capriccio concludes with hope: an aria 
and fugue in imitation of the postal horn signaling the promise of letters.
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Selections from Prophetiae Sibyllarum
ORLANDO DI LASSO 
By Kyle Masson, ©2018

Born	in	1530,	Franco-Flemish	composer	Orlando	di	Lasso	was	among	the	most	prolific,	
wide-ranging, and esteemed musicians of 16th-century Europe. Surviving letters from 
the1570s,	which	pass	playfully	between	Latin,	Italian,	French,	and	German,	affirm	the	
wittiness	and	cosmopolitanism	with	which	he	is	often	identified.	Fluent	in	all	genres	of	
his time, including chansons, madrigals, motets, masses, passions, even lieder, di Lasso 
established his reputation in Italy before spending the remainder of his career employed at 
the ducal court in Munich.

Little is known about the origins of di Lasso’s Prophetiae Sibyllarum, a group of quasi-
mystical motets most likely written between 1556-60 but not published until 1600. While 
listeners have generally emphasized its disorienting harmonic adventures, we would do 
well to note how beautiful many of the movements are as well. It does indeed exhibit dense 
chromaticism throughout, but by no means anachronistically so: prophetic texts did not equal 
“prophetic” harmony “ahead of its time!”  

Each of the texts is given by one of the Sibylls, Greek oracles who uttered their frenzied 
prophecies in dactylic hexameter. We begin with the opening “Carmina chromatico,” a short 
prologue which introduces the listener to the set in both textual and aural senses: declamatory 
exactness paired with chordal chromaticism. Unlike the remaining movements, the prologue 
sets only three poetic lines. The second selection, “Sibylla Cimmeria,” exhibits the work’s 
characteristic homophonic texture, allowing the listener to focus intently on the text. Of 
particular	note	is	the	gloriously	tender	opening,	which	absents	the	bass	for	the	first	phrase,	
and the ending, where the altos step out of the homophonic texture to lead a truly striking 
harmonic shift. We close with the “Sibylla Agrippa,” which provides rare instances of true 
imitation alternated with the normative homophony. Di Lasso juxtaposes these alternate 
textures effectively throughout, particularly with the bass-led imitations on the words 
“spiritus almi.”

Selections from Capriccio stravagante
CARLO FARINA
By Jane Hines, ©2018

Carlo Farina’s career as a violinist and composer took him out of his native Italy and 
through courts in Northern Europe, namely Dresden, Danzig, and Vienna. Often credited 
with advancing violin technique, Farina also utilized a number of extended techniques in his 
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music. These techniques are displayed in his Capriccio stravagante. The Capriccio depicts a 
number of encounters with animals and instruments, as if Farina was inspired by the different 
sounds he encountered on a walk through the countryside. Farina ingeniously transforms 
the bowed string instruments to sound entirely unlike themselves. For example, the section 
titled	“La	Lira”	imitates	the	lyre,	using	double	stops	in	the	first	violin	part	to	create	a	chordal	
texture. Encountered animals include hens, cats, and dogs, using glissando techniques and col 
legno to disguise the characteristic sounds of the violin, viola, and cello. The work ends with 
a movement titled “The Spanish Guitar,” which uses pizzicato to imitate the plucking of a 
guitar.

Ahi, dispietata morte/Alas, what a wretched life is this?
LUCA MARENZIO 
Would my conceit that first enforc’d my woe
JOHN DOWLAND
By Isaac Harrison Louth, ©2018

The late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth century vogue for madrigal-singing in England was 
kickstarted in 1588 with the publication of Musica Transalpina which, as its name suggests, 
was a collection of Italian madrigals for English singers. The Italian madrigal was known 
for its affective word-painting, in which the musical setting imitates the meaning of the text 
through the use of various techniques, such as descending passages to illustrate falling tears, 
or moments of chromaticism and dissonance to express emotional anguish. Understanding 
the words, therefore, was particularly important and Nicholas Yonge, the compiler of Musica 
Transalpina, noted that this music was “verie liked of all, but most in account with them 
that understand that language. As for the rest, they doe either not sing them at all, or at the 
least with litle delight.” Yonge’s collection offered literal translations of its madrigals but, 
in 1590, Thomas Watson’s Italian Madrigalls Englished provided a collection of madrigals 
by the Italian composer Luca Marenzio that were translated “not to the sense of the originall 
dittie, but after the affection of the Noate.”  Instead of rendering the Italian of the Petrarch 
lyrics which Marenzio had set, Watson crafts entirely new English texts which dramatize 
the “affection” of Marenzio’s music itself. In “Ahi dispietata morte,” Watson refashions 
Petrarch’s elegy for a dead beloved into a young man’s melodramatic lament at having been 
rejected	in	love;	he	finds	in	Marenzio’s	setting	a	musical	“affection”	that	is	able	to	represent	
spiteful self-pity just as easily as the genuine anger of mourning. Dowland’s “Would my 
conceit”	demonstrates	the	influence	that	these	early	madrigal	collections	had	on	English	
song, beginning and ending with a musical parody of Marenzio’s madrigal. Here, the tone is 
closer to Watson’s unhappy lover than Petrarch’s grieving lament as the singer complains (in 
extravagant metaphors) of their inescapable woe: “Each hour amidst the deep of hell I fry,/ 
Each hour I waste and wither where I sit.”
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Engels Nachtegaeltje/Den Nachtegael
JACOB VAN EYCK
By John Burkhalter, ©2018

Jacob van Eyck, organist of the Dom Kerk and the Director of the bell-works in Utrecht, 
played an important role in the development of the carillon. It was he who discovered 
the	tone	structure	of	bells,	and	how	it	can	be	influenced	through	its	shape.	All	the	more	
remarkable	as	he	was	blind,	but	blessed	with	an	acute	sense	of	hearing.	His	findings	were	
reported by various intellectuals including Rene Descartes. It is owing to his recorder playing 
that van Eyck’s compositions are still known today. In the spring of 1649 Der Fluyten Lust-
hof [The Flute’s Garden of Delight] appeared in print in Amsterdam; it was the direct result 
of van Eyck’s improvisations or variation sets on popular melodies, both secular and sacred, 
being taken down by dictation. Der Fluyten Lust-hof	was	intended	for	the	solo	handfluit	or	
descant Renaissance recorder. The English Nightingale/The Nightingale are by far the best-
known variations by van Eyck. The English melody is full of nightingale imitations, which 
were	varied	with	a	feeling	for	effect.	For	the	Early	Music	Princeton	concert	a	conflated	
version of the two settings will be heard.

Selections from Libro de villanelle, moresche, et altre canzoni
ORLANDO DI LASSO
By Kyle Masson, ©2018

From esoteric and mystic di Lasso, to mundane and ribald: three selections from the 
composer’s Libro de villanelle, moresche, ed altre canzoni demonstrate a completely 
different facet of his compositional skill. In the Prophetiae, imitation of the mystic, prophetic 
qualities was manifested in the treatment of harmony. In the Libro, homophony represents a 
more	buffoonish	simplicity.	Our	attention	having	been	directed	to	the	text,	we	often	find	the	
text making no sense, as in the drunken imitations of “Allala pia calia,” or the onomatopoeic 
pretensions of “Matona mia cara’s” refrain. These songs celebrate the nonsensical, the 
sensuous, and the comic at a time (1581) when di Lasso himself said he ought to have known 
better. We begin the the joke-piece “O la, o che bon echo,” which takes the echo theme quite 
literally throughout. Much of the joy in the piece stems from the moments of overlap between 
the two choirs, and we can see di Lasso chuckling at the rhythmic manipulations that make 
the “basta, basta” cries at the end bounce off of each other in a cacophony achieved with only 
two groups each singing homorhythmically. “Matona mia cara,” among the most well-known 
from the collection, was described best by Richard Taruskin in his Oxford History of Western 
Music, Vol. 1: “There could be no better emblem of Lasso’s inveterate cosmopolitanism 
than this silly Italian song, written by a Fleming in imitation of a clumsy German suitor 
who barely speaks his lady’s language.” The German suitor in question, a lansquenet (lance-
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bearing mercenary), woos his (unimpressed?) beloved in graphic terms, with much said of 
capons, rams, and the like. For English listeners, it would be ideal to imagine a ridiculous 
German accent, as this is indeed the effect of the Italian (e.g. “Matona” vs. “Madonna”). 
Throughout, he attempts a goofy lute accompaniment which nonetheless sticks with one long 
after	hearing.	Our	final	piece,	“Allala	pia	calia”	is	quite	difficult	to	translate,	like	trying	to	
decipher the slurred speech of someone out too late at the bar. Nonetheless, the piece exhibits 
frequent opportunities for rhythmic play, imitated laughter, and once again a nonsense-
syllable refrain which persistently lingers in the ear.

Battalia à 10
HEINRICH IGNAZ FRANZ von BIBER
by Jane Hines, ©2018 

Heinrich Ignaz Franz von Biber composed a number of programmatic works, such as the 
Mystery Sonatas, which represented each of the mysteries of the Rosary, and the Battalia à 
10 performed tonight. Biber’s Battalia depicts the events leading up to, during, and following 
a	battle.	It	belongs	to	a	specific	programmatic	genre	of	the	17th	and	18th	centuries	concerned	
with recreating the sounds of battle in music. These were not unfamiliar sounds during the 
Baroque, which witnessed widespread bloodshed across Europe. The manuscript includes 
the following description at the head of the composition: “Das liederliche Schwärmen der 
Musquetier, Mars, Die Schlacht, Undt Lamento der Verwundten, mit Arien imitirt Undt 
Baccho dedicirt” (The disorderly fantasies of the Musketeer, Mars, Battle, and Lament of the 
Wounded, with the imitation of Arias and dedicated to Bacchus). The inscription prepares us, 
slightly,	for	what	is	to	follow.	The	opening	sonata	brings	us	the	first	sounds	of	battle,	using	
the percussive col legno technique of striking the wood of the bow against the strings. The 
following section, “Die liederliche Gselschafft [sic] von allerley Humor” (The Disorderly 
Company of Various Humor) is so odd that Biber or his copyist included the following 
warning in the manuscript: “hic dissonant ubique, nam ebrii sic diversis cantilenis clamare 
solent” (The Drunks bellow songs from their own countries). The quodlibet which follows 
is a cacophony of different tunes performed simultaneously. “Der Mars” utilizes another 
extended technique: now the cellist must weave a piece of paper between the strings of his 
instrument in order to imitate the sound of a drum. Mars, the god of war, calls his soldiers 
to arms. The aria is a sobering one — no longer a drunken disarray of tunes, but a sorrowful 
outburst before the battle. The Battle itself is short and characterized by the repetition of 
sixteenth notes throughout the parts. The Battalia concludes with a lament of the wounded 
Musketeer.  
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Early Music Princeton Directors   
 Jane Hines
 Isaac Harrison Louth
 Kyle Masson   
 Wendy Young, Department of Music Performance Faculty

A SPECIAL THANK YOU
 Special thanks to Department of Music Performance Faculty Nancy Wilson, 
 Sarah Cunningham, Martha Elliott, and Jacqueline Horner-Kwiatek. 
 Your coaching and dedication to early music, and EMP,  is invaluable to all. We are  
 grateful for your presence.

Upcoming Early Music Princeton Concerts

Saturday, March 30, 2019, 8pm
Early Music Princeton

Princeton University Chapel

Thursday, April 18, 2019, 8pm
The English Concert and
Early Music Princeton

A joint collaboration of instrumental chamber music
Taplin Auditorium, Fine Hall

Friday, April 19, 2019, 7:30pm
J. S. Bach’s “St. John Passion”

with The English Concert and Princeton University Glee Club
Richardson Auditorium, Alexander Hall



Wednesday, December 5, 7:30pm
Jazz at Princeton: 
Small Groups in Concert
Lee Music Room, Lewis Arts complex

Thursday, December 6, 6:30pm
A Discussion with Vicky Chow, Pianist
Woolworth 102

Thursday, December 6, 7:30pm
Friday, December 7, 7:30pm
Princeton University Orchestra
Richardson Auditorium, Alexander Hall

Saturday, December 8, 1pm
African Music Symposium 
Taplin Auditorium, Fine Hall

Sunday, December 9, 3pm
Princeton University Glee Club:
Out of the Deep: Basso Profundo
Richardson Auditorium, Alexander Hall

Monday, December 10, 4:30pm
Musicology Colloquium Talk: 
Ellen Harris
Woolworth 102

Tuesday, December 11, 7:30pm
Princeton University Sinfonia 
Richardson Auditorium, Alexander Hall

Upcoming Music at 
      Princeton Events

Thursday, December 13, 12:30pm
Live Music Meditation 
with Martin Fröst, Clarinet and 
Henrik Måwe, Piano
presented by Princeton University Concerts
Richardson Auditorium, Alexander Hall

Thursday, December 13, 8pm
Martin Fröst, Clarinet 
and Henrik Måwe, Piano
presented by Princeton University Concerts
Richardson Auditorium, Alexander Hall

Monday, January 7, 7pm
Gustavo Dudamel and 
Musicians from the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic
presented by Princeton University Concerts
Richardson Auditorium, Alexander Hall

Thursday, January 10, 7:30pm
Jazz at Princeton:
Small Group X
Lee Music Room, Lewis Arts complex

Friday, January 11, 7:30pm
Saturday, January 12, 7:30pm
Die Gärtnerin aus Liebe
presented by MUS214: Opera Workshop
Richardson Auditorium, Alexander Hall

For more information visit princeton.edu/music 
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